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includingg Marcel Holsheimer and Fred Kwakkel. Data Distilleries, which later spe-
cializedd into aCRM (analytical Customer Relationship Management), is special in the 
Dutchh IT sector because it is a software product company, while almost all IT com-
paniess here are service-oriented and "just" customize software that generally comes 
straightt out of the USA. Software product companies have an immense potential in 
termss of growth and profitability, but are much more difficult to make into a success 
thann IT service companies due to the stiff competition in the software product market, 
whichh has a winner-takes-all characteristic. 

Quickly,, Data Distilleries started using the Monet prototype to power their data 
miningg products, which is why they asked me to join in, initiall y for one day a week. As 
aa consequence of working just four days at the university, my Ph.D. contract extended 
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throughh an extremely effective and pleasurable cooperation with Stefan Manegold in 
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